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Meng Li, Chair of 2014 International Dinner

--Neal Grantham--
Master of Ceremonies

--Longshaokan (Marshall) Wan--
Chinese Kungfu

--Amanda Bell, clarinet--
Hommage à Manuel de Falla
Béla Kovács

--Joseph Usset & Siddharth Roy--
Backwards with Time
the Avett Brothers

--Priyam Das--
Dance

--Merve Tekbudak’s Group--
Merve Yasemin Tekbudak, clarinet
Adem Eker, Guitar
Engin Kapkin, Bendir
Ana Mitchell, Doumbek & Tef

Belalim
Lyrics: Sezen Aksu, Zulfu Livaneli
Composer: Zulfu Livaneli

Boyle Gelmis Boyle Gecer
Lyrics: Fecri Ebcioğlu
Composer: Rahbani Brothers
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-- Season of Roses, poem --
Directed by Dr. Charles Smith

Dr. Consuelo Arrellano, Spanish
Na Zhang, Chinese
Priyam Das, Bengali
Saebitna Oh, Korean
Cassie Kozyrkov, Russian
Dr. Charles Smith, English

Season of Roses
Originally written by:
Dr. Charles Smith

-- The Fifth Moment --
Kristin Linn, keyboard/vocals
Dr. Jason Osborne, guitar
Siddharth Roy, guitar
Bradley Turnbull, vocals
Joe Usset, guitar
Kyle White, bass

Made a Plot
Lyrics: Kyle White & Joe Usset
Originally performed by:
Passion Pit

Classify Me
Lyrics: Kristin Linn
Originally performed by:
Miley Cyrus

Blurred Ethics
Lyrics: The Fifth Moment
Originally performed by:
Robin Thicke